
Real-Time Traffic & Performance Management 
for Large Construction Projects



About Us
UrbanLogiq is a cloud-based Smart 
City software solution that empowers 
governments with actionable and 
accurate insights from data.

Founded in 2016, UrbanLogiq has 
offices in Vancouver, BC and New 
York, NY. 



W H O  A R E  W E  S E R V I N G ?

Our clients’ active use cases span traffic and mobility, Vision Zero/safety, planning, economic development, land analysis & negotiations, 
public safety, emergency preparedness, and more.



Data Driven Opportunity for Smart Cities



Static Data Siloed & Difficult to Consume

• Blind spots
• Duplication
• Inconsistency
• Manual Integration
• Time & Monetary Cost



Data Fragmentation
Jurisdictional & inter-agency data silos block a complete picture of a community’s needs.



UrbanLogiq



Privacy Protection is Fundamental to What We Do

UrbanLogiq is ISO certified in the following:
§ ISO/IEC 27001: Information Security Management 

System (ISMS) standards and requirements for 
information security, cybersecurity, and privacy security.

§ ISO/IEC 27701: A privacy extension to ISO/IEC 27001 
which outlines a framework for Personally Identifiable 
Information (PII) Controllers and PII Processors to 
manage privacy controls to reduce the risk to the privacy 
rights of individuals. 27000

SERIES



Background 

§ Light Rail construction 
congestion concerns

§ Goals
§ Optimize construction scheduling
§ Communicate to stakeholders
§ Minimize cost, staff time
§ Contractor compliance



Data Access Challenges



Road Sensor Challenges



Connected Vehicle Data



Telecom Data



Travel Time Monitoring: Data Source Selection

- Real time bus location API
- Could be used to get travel times 

for “free”

Pros:
- Free
- Known source

Cons:
- Reduced flexibility
- Unlikely to meet real time 

requirements
- API unable to handle volume of 

required requests

- Providers of travel time/speed data
- Use location data gathered from 

multiple sources

Pros:
- Out-of-the-box solution
- Flexible

Cons:
- Price
- Validation concerns



Travel Time Monitoring: Data Collection

● Set up collection jobs at 〜125 
locations (Bi-directional where 
needed). Used Python and 
Kubernetes.

● Segments were defined using City of 
Ottawa GIS

● 5 minute increments between 
selected hours on selected days

● API meant that collection locations 
and rates could be adjusted as 
needed.



Travel Time



Real-Time Notification



Deep learning: Prediction…



Deep learning: …and Result



Infrastructure Usage



Conclusion / Final Insights

● Location data that we selected for this project was driven by reliability, 
price, and accuracy that matched the context.
○ General rule: Different use cases have different accuracy thresholds.

● The chosen data source allowed for efficient construction schedules and 
resulted in more confidence and public trust in the decision making.



Future Considerations

● The Future of Location Data:
○ Data Markets: Location data will become like a commodity market with many different 

providers and increasingly competitive prices and quality.
○ Legal landscape: Privacy regulations and legislation developments, like the California 

Consumer Privacy Act, GDPR & Canadian Consumer Protection Act (Bill C-11) are important 
to watch as they can affect the availability of location data from country to country. 

● There are more providers of location data than ever before - understanding what the 
needs of your project (use case) are will help you find the right data source that gives 
you the insights that you need.

● New use cases will emerge as insights are continually discovered



Thank You! 
mark@urbanlogiq.com


